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Abstract. Recently, the use of interactive jobs in addition to traditional
batch jobs is attracting attention in supercomputer systems. We expect
overcommitting scheduling, in which multiple HPC jobs share computational resources, to accept them while keeping resource utilization higher
and response time lower. In order to realize overcommitting scheduling,
the following approaches are necessary: 1) to understand the impact on
performance when various applications share resources, and 2) to predict the performance before overcommitting. With this knowledge, we
will be able to optimize overcommitting scheduling that avoids performance degradation of jobs. In this paper, we describe the overall picture
of overcommitting scheduling and took the two approaches shown above.
We confirmed that overcommitting shows performance improvement of
the overall system and also built a performance model that can be applied to job scheduling.
Keywords: Job scheduling · Overcommitting scheduling· Performance
modeling.

1

Introduction

Recently, the interactive use of supercomputers is attracting attention due to
widespread of machine learning and deep learning, in addition to traditional
interactive use including debugging and visualization. In such use cases, they
need to allocate computing resources in real time, and they repeat execution
and thinking; they sometimes execute computation, and see the results and
consider what should be computed next. Such usages will be more popular in
next generational supercomputer systems.
Well-known job schedulers allow interactive use by the qrsh command in
Univa Grid Engine or by salloc in Slurm[13]. However, when interactive jobs
and traditional batch jobs coexist in a system with a scheduler that is configured
conservatively without any overcommitting, both users and system administrators will see the following issues. For users, their interactive usage will not be
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started until some nodes become idle. For system administrators, the total resource utilization ratio, especially CPU utilization ratio, tends to be degraded
since CPU utilization tends to be lower in interactive jobs, as illustrated in
Figure 1 (b).
From the above discussion, we consider that job schedulers in future supercomputers should adapt overcommitting aggressively, where each computational
resource (each compute node or each CPU core) is shared by two or more jobs.
On the other hand, it is natural that overcommitting introduces slowdown of
each job, which is inappropriate especially for batch jobs.
This paper demonstrates that the performance degradation ratio under overcommitting depends on the characteristics of jobs, which include not only CPU
utilization ratio, but also more microscopic ones like cache miss rates. Also this
paper introduces a performance model to estimate performance degradation ratio by overcommitting, based on performance monitoring counters (PMCs). We
expect these outcomes will be utilized towards future overcommitting job schedulers that realize high throughput and extremely lower response times for interactive jobs.
This paper is structured as follows: First, Section 2 overviews the system
evaluation metrics and characteristics of interactive jobs. In Section 3, overcommitting is discussed in more detail. The expected overcommitting scheduling
system is also mentioned here. Section 4 describes experiment settings and Section 5 describes the performance measurement results of application benchmarks
under overcommitting to demonstrate the performance degradation ratio largely
depends on job characteristics. In Section 6, we introduce the performance prediction model for applications under overcommitting and discuss the accuracy of
the model. We mention related work in Section 7 and summarize the conclusions
in Section 8.

2
2.1

Background
Evaluation Metrics for Scheduling

This section discusses two typical evaluation metrics for scheduling [5] required
for discussion in this paper.
Utilization Ratio From the viewpoint of administrators, supercomputers
should indicate higher utilization ratio in order to utilize computing resources
efficiently. In our context, it is insufficient to consider only periods when computing resources are occupied by any jobs, since interactive jobs may have lower
CPU utilization ratio. Instead, we are more interested in total CPU utilization
ratio of the entire system.
Slowdown It is important for users to use the computing resources with smaller
response times. Especially for interactive users, waiting time should be close to
zero. Typical FIFO scheduling, however, tends to be more spiteful for short
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running or interactive jobs, since waiting time is relatively severer compared
with length of running time[2,3]. To express the severeness, the slowdown, the
ratio of time from submission to finish over time spent by actual execution, is
often used[4].
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Fig. 1. The timeseries of CPU utilization. The horizontal axis is time, the vertical is
CPU utilization ratio.

In traditional supercomputers, most jobs are batch jobs, whose CPU utilization are kept high as shown in Figure 1 (a) 3 . On the other hand, interactive
jobs use computing resources in real time, and CPU utilization fluctuates much
more largely. Figure 1 (b) illustrates a simple model of the fluctuation.
In interactive usage, a user repeats execution and thinking: the user sometimes executes computation on computers, sees the results, and considers what
should be computed next. While the user is thinking, the CPU utilization ratio
is almost 0%. Note that for simplicity, the CPU utilization ratio due to key input
is ignored here. When the execution starts, the CPU utilization ratio gets close
to 100%. Thus the average CPU utilization ratio during interactive jobs depends
on the ratio between thinking time and execution time. If the average ratio is
very low, it is not desirable for system administrators.
Traditional scheduling methods like FIFO has two issues when interactive
jobs are mixed with batch jobs. For system administrators, lower CPU utilization
of interactive jobs decreases the entire CPU utilization ratio. For interactive
users, longer waiting time prevents them from real time usage.
To mitigate the issues, some system administrators may decide to make an
interactive queue and several nodes dedicated to interactive jobs. However, the
entire CPU utilization ratio of those nodes would still be low. Also it is hard to
realize fairness between two types of jobs, since the demands for two types may
change.
3

Some batch jobs can have fluctuation of CPU utilization for file I/O or network.
This paper omits discussion for such jobs for simplicity; however, overcommitting
scheduling is expected to work efficiently for such jobs
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Overcommitting on Supercomputer Systems

From the discussion in the previous section, it is attractive to introduce overcommitting scheduling, where multiple jobs share computing resources instead
of letting each job occupy resources, in order to achieve both high utilization ratio and extremely short response time. In this paper, we define overcommitting
as sharing a single computational resource with multiple jobs. It can be categorized by the type of computational resources to be shared. Here we discuss the
categories and importance of processor core-level overcommitting.
3.1

Node-level overcommitting

A single node can be shared by multiple jobs. While jobs share the main memory
of the node, each job occupies distinct processor cores. This is more conservative
method than the next one and has been introduced in production supercomputers. For example, the TSUBAME3.0 supercomputer uses the Linux cgroups
mechanism to split a single physical node into several virtual nodes[7].
The performance of each job is almost kept, since the processor cores dedicated to one of jobs. Also CPU utilization gets improved compared with when
the entire node is occupied by a job. On the other hand, the CPU core utilization
can be still low if there are jobs with low CPU utilization ratio, like interactive
jobs. For such cases, core-level overcommitting would be preferable.
3.2

Processor core-level overcommitting

Multiple jobs can share processor cores. It is expected to improve the total CPU
utilization since the idle time of interactive jobs can be filled by other jobs as
illustrated in Figure 1 (c). In spite of this benefit, production supercomputers
usually do not adopt this strategy mainly for the following issues.
– Each job may suffer from unpredictable performance degradation. A simple
model of degradation is that throughput of a singe job is divided by the
number of busy jobs sharing the same core. However, as shown in Section
5, the measured degradation largely depends on job characteristics. One of
the reasons is that level 1 and 2 cache, attached to each core, are shared by
multiple jobs. The cache may be polluted by other jobs and thus each job
suffers from more cache misses than in dedicated cases.
– The performance degradation gets more critical for parallel jobs, many of
which use synchronization among threads or processes. If one of threads (or
processes) slows down by other jobs, the entire job speed may be degraded
due to synchronization.
– Demands for the main memory capacity increase. If we do not permit overcommitting of main memory capacity, the capacity for each job is further
limited by the number of running jobs simultaneously.
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Among the above issues, this paper mainly focuses on the first one and analyze performance degradation under core-level overcommitting in detail. For
simplicity, this paper assumes that a demand for memory capacity per job is
sufficiently small so that memory overcommitting is not needed.
In order to achieve core-level overcommitting, we require some mechanisms
for process/thread preemption. The main choices are as follows:
Hardware level preemption: By using simultaneous multithreading, such as
Intel’s Hyper-Threading Technology, each physical core can provide multiple
logical cores to accommodate multiple jobs. The scale of a time slice is clock
frequency level, or nanoseconds level. The disadvantage is that the number
of logical cores per physical core is limited to two in current server CPUs.
OS level preemption: When preemption is done by OS, the scale of a time
slice is milliseconds level.
Software level preemption: In order to achieve coarser-grained preemption,
some schedulers adopt preemption by software[2,3], which achieve job suspension and resume by using cgroups. In those schedulers, the time slice is
configured as seconds or minutes level.
While shorter time slices are suitable for real time usage, each job suffers from
heavier performance degradation. Section 5 mainly focuses on hardware level
preemption, however, we will investigate trade off among different preemption
mechanisms in detail in future.
Next we discuss performance degradation under overcommitting in detail
using Figure 1. Figure 1 (c) illustrates a case when a batch job and a interactive
job share the same processor core. While the total CPU utilization is high and
100% in the figure, each job suffers from performance degradation. While the
execution time of the batch job is Tv,Ded on a dedicated core (Figure 1 (a)),
it is extended to Tv,OC = Tv,Ded + ∆T by overcommitting (Figure 1 (c)). The
degradation occurs mutually and the interactive job also suffers; but there is a
difference from batch jobs since thinking periods of interactive jobs do not slow
down, while execution periods suffer. In Section 4.3, we will define metrics to
evaluate performance degradation that take this difference into account.
Let us repeat that performance degradation ratio depends not only on CPU
utilization of each job but also on microscopic job characteristics like memory access frequency and access locality[8]. Therefore a future overcommitting
scheduler, which is expected to improve the entire CPU utilization in the system, should work as follows. It takes information of plenty of jobs, including
batch jobs and interactive jobs, coupled with information of job characteristics.
When demands for processor cores are larger than physical cores in the system,
it considers core level overcommitting. Here the scheduler should choose wellmatched jobs to share computing resources, which have less negative impacts on
performance of each other. We will define well-matched in Section 4.3 in detail.
3.3

Overcommitting Scheduling System

In order to make the motivation of this paper clearer, this section describes
overview of the prototype design of an overcommitting scheduler that supports
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core-level overcommitting. This scheduler chooses well-matched jobs to share
computing resources from the job pool in order to achieve higher CPU utilization ratio and smaller performance degradation. For this purpose, it obtains
profile information of jobs. By combining those information and our performance
prediction model described in the following section, this scheduler is designed to
improve the performance of the entire system and each job.
Login
Node

1. Submit Job Management
to OC Queue
Node
Job0
run.sh

Compute Node 0
Compute Node1
…
2. Preliminary Execution

Prediction
Model

Perfomance
Profiler

Profiler result

3. Prediction of the OC
Performance
4. Allocation to the Compute
Node

Calculation Result

Job 0

OC state in processor
core-level
Job 0

Job N

Calculation Result

Fig. 2. The prototype design of the overcommitting scheduler. We assume the system
includes a login node, a management node and compute nodes.

Figure 2 shows the flow of the overcommitting scheduling. When a user submits a batch job, the scheduler works as follows:
1. Job submission: The user accesses the login node and submits a job (called
job 0 hereafter).
2. Preliminary execution: The job scheduler starts execution of job 0 in a dedicated environment as preliminary execution to obtain the job’s performance
profile. This execution is killed shortly.
3. Prediction of overcommitting performance: Using the profile obtained in step
2 as input, the scheduler scans running jobs on compute nodes and predicts
the mutual performance degradation if job 0 is added on each node. The
scheduler chooses a node, on which performance degradation is smallest.
4. Execution on the compute node: The scheduler starts job 0 on the node
selected in step 3 under overcommitting.
From the viewpoint of batch job users, the above flow is transparent and
same as usual schedulers. In obtaining the performance profile in step 2, it is
better to use third-party measurement tools that does not need to modify the
application binaries. For example, wrapping with perf command or attaching
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to a process using PAPI is considered. If it is in one measurement or short time,
only initialization phase of the job may be measured. Thus, we plan to make
several measurements during one preliminary execution, and adopt the value if
we can judge that the trend has settled down. In step 3, we use the performance
prediction model of a given jobs pair under overcommitting. We have previously
developed a prototype model and verified its accuracy [8]. This paper largely
modifies the model as described in Section 6. In this system, it is assumed that
jobs can be resubmitted by the management side. In many supercomputer systems, when there is a failure of a compute node, the management side resubmits
the job to another node. Therefore, we consider this to be a general assumption.
The usage of interactive jobs are similar, but there is a difference since killing
preliminary execution in Step 2 significantly reduces the usability. Instead, we
need to select nodes based on approximation as follows and start execution
immediately.
– We can estimate the profiles of new jobs, if similar jobs have previously
executed.
– Our prediction model can also detect ”dangerous jobs”, which tend to introduce heavier performance degradation with any coexisting jobs. In the
current design, interactive jobs are scheduled so that they avoid nodes on
which dangerous jobs are already running.
The above strategy is approximation of desirable method. If we can use light
weight process migration mechanisms, the situation can be improved.
There are two main aims of this job scheduling system. One is to improve
the efficiency of the overall system by overcommitting applications with different
tendencies, as we have discussed. The other is to increase the number of concurrently executable jobs via overcommitting. For example, when the original
number of concurrently executable jobs is Nj and overcommitting scheduling
allows all computing resources M multiplicity, the number of concurrently executable jobs becomes M Nj . Thus waiting time that each job suffers from gets
shorter, which should be ideally close to zero for interactive jobs.

4

Methodology for Evaluation under Overcommitting

This paper focuses on performance of jobs under overcommitting. Evaluation
results are shown in Section 5 and performance model is introduced in Section
6. Prior to those, this section describes methodology for evaluation and defines
performance degradation ratio.
4.1

Target Workload

We are interested in the cases where batch jobs and interactive jobs share computing resources. For batch jobs, we use NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) [1].
This benchmark set is provided by NASA and mimic various HPC applications.
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Table 1 summarizes the programs and classes (problem sizes), and the characteristics cited from [1]. In the following, when specifying a program including its
class, we use the notation like ”cg.B”. In addition, we employed a simple matrix multiplication kernel (mm) as a CPU-intensive application. All the above
applications are parallelized by OpenMP.
For interactive jobs, it is rather hard to collect plenty of profiles of real
interactive jobs. Instead, we modify the NPB applications to mimic behaviors
of interactive usage, by repeating execution periods and thinking periods. The
details are described in Section 5.
Table 1. The specification of the workloads
Program Class Characteristic
ft
mg
sp
lu
bt
ep
cg
mm

4.2

A-D Discrete 3D fast Fourier Transform, all-to-all communication
A-D Multi-Grid on a sequence of meshes, long- and short-distance
communication, memory intensive
A-D Scalar Penta-diagonal solver
A-D Lower-Upper Gauss-Seidel solver
A-D Block Tri-diagonal solver
A-D Embarrassingly Parallel
A-D Conjugate Gradient, irregular memory access and communication
- Simple matrix multiplication kernel

Experiment Environment for Overcommitting

The specification of the machines we used is shown in Table 2. The compiler
and performance profiler we used are shown in Table 3. PAPI[10] and Score-P[6]
were used to obtain the number of performance counters (PMCs) in Section 6.
Table 2. The specification of the machine
Processor: Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6140
Num. of Cores
36
Num. of Cores per socket
18
Num. of Sockets
2
Level 1 Cache
32KB I + 32KB D
Level 2 Cache
1024KB
Level 3 Cache
25344KB
Operating Frequency
2.30 GHz
Hyper-Threading Setting
Enabled
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Table 3. A compiler and performance profiler
Software
Compiler
gcc 9.3.0
Compiler Options
-O3 -fopenmp
Performance Profilers PAPI 5.7.0.0[10], Score-P 6.0[6]

On top of the above mentioned node, we evaluate performance of jobs when
they share the same cores. In order to bind multiple application threads or
processes to specific cores, we use the cgroup mechanisms.
As mentioned in Section 3.2, we mainly use hardware level overcommitting,
based on simultaneous multithreading. Due to this choice, the number of jobs
that shared resources (multiplicity) is two.

P Core[0]
L Core[0]

L Core[36]

計算ノード0

Job A

(a) Using a dedicated core

P Core[0]
L Core[0]

L Core[36]

Job A

Job B

計算ノード0

(b) Under overcommitting

Fig. 3. Overcommitted state with Hyper-Threading enabled

Figure 3 (b) shows the case where a single physical core is shared by two
jobs. In our machine, logical core 0 and 36 share a single physical core 0. Thus
each job process is bound to each logical core.
We currently evaluate only hardware level preemption and thus multiplicity
is limited to two. However, our methodology can be extended to OS level or
software level preemption to support larger multiplicity.
4.3

Definition of Performance Degradation Ratio

In the next section, we evaluate performance degradation of jobs by coexisting
jobs on the same cores. We define degree of the degradation when multiplicity is
two. While performance degradation occurs mutually among coexisting jobs, we
define performance degradation ratio in an asymmetric style in order to capture
that jobs may have different execution times and different CPU utilization ratios.
We assume that a batch job, which is called the victim job, is running for a
long time. Then the other job, called the opponent job, starts execution using the
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same cores. While we assume the victim job keeps high CPU utilization ratio,
the opponent’s CPU utilization may or may not fluctuate; the opponent may be
either a batch job or an interactive job.
Then we define several variables as follows. Tv,Ded is the execution time of
the victim on the dedicated cores (Figure 3 (a)) and Tv,OC is the execution time
of the victim running with the opponent job.
We also define similar variables for the opponent, but we should take care
of fluctuation of CPU utilization since it may repeat thinking and execution
periods if it is an interactive job. To,ded is the execution time of the opponent
job on the dedicated cores, excluding of thinking periods. Thus it is the total
time of execution periods4 . Similarly, To,OC is the total time of execution periods
under overcommitting, which is illustrated in Figure 1 (c).
Using these variables, we define performance degradation ratio Ev and Eo
by the following equations:
Tv,OC − Tv,Ded
To,OC
To,OC − To,Ded
Eo =
To,OC

Ev =

(1)
(2)

Note that they are not simple relative values of extension of execution times,
like (Tv,OC − Tv,Ded )/Tv,Ded . Instead both have the denominator of To,OC for the
following reason. If the opponent is an interactive job with low CPU utilization
(thinking periods are dominant), it is natural that relative extension of the victim
is minor. However, we are more interested in characteristics of CPU utilization
by the victim and execution periods in the opponent. To avoid underestimation
of effects of the opponents, our definitions of degradation ratio are formulated
as above.
It is reasonable that the threshold for performance evaluation is 0.5 both for
the victim and the opponent. We can explain the reason for victim. First, Tv,OC
can be transformed as Eq.3. The first term is dedicated execution time and the
second is overcommitted execution time. Thus, Eq.4 holds ideally between Tv,OC
and Tv,Ded . Eq.4 can be transformed as Eq.5. We can gain Ev = 0.5 by using
Eq.1 and Eq.5. We can explain in the same way for opponent, using Eq.2 and
Eq.6.
Tv,OC = (Tv,OC − To,OC ) + To,OC

(3)

Tv,Ded = (Tv,OC − To,OC ) + To,OC /2

(4)

Tv,OC = Tv,Ded + To,OC /2

(5)

To,OC = 2To,Ded

(6)

From the above discussion, the expected degradation ratio is 0.5 for both if
they do not suffer from effects of cache pollution or memory bandwidth contention. By harnessing this property, we can define well-matched job pairs for
4

If the opponent is a batch job, it is same as the execution time
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overcommitting. If the sum of ratio of the victim and the opponent, E = Ev +Eo ,
is smaller than 1.0, we call the pair of the two jobs well-matched. If E is larger,
we should avoid overcommitting for that pair.
So far, we have discussed relationship between two jobs, one of which needs
to be a batch job. In future, we extend the definitions to support more generic
cases.

5

Performance Evaluation under Overcommitting

This section evaluates how performance of jobs is affected by introducing overcommitting using the methodology described in the previous section. First, we
show the results of the cases with two batch jobs, and then show the cases with
a batch job and a mimicked interactive job.
5.1

Two Batch Jobs

1.2
1.1
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Degradation ratios

Degradation ratios

The measurement has been done basically based on methodology in the previous
section. Unlike the definition of degradation ratio, we have executed both the
victim and the opponent repeatedly. As the results, both jobs are always affected
by the coexisting job. This makes the measurement simpler than measuring
To,OC precisely.
We have measured cases when each job uses a single thread and cases when
each job uses two threads.

ft.B

mg.D

sp.B

lu.B

bt.B

ep.C

Opponent App.
Ev

Eo

E

(a) sp.B

cg.B

mm
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Ev
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(b) cg.B

Fig. 4. The degradation ratio when two batch jobs share a physical core. Each job uses
a single thread. We extract sp.B and cg.B as typical victim applications.

A single thread per job Two jobs share a single physical core as shown in
Figure 3 (b). The applications shown in Table 1 are used for the victim and
opponent, and the number of measured combinations is 800, including different
problem sizes. Among the measurement, Figure 4 shows the results when the
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Table 4. The percentages of cases degradation ratio is less than (or more than)
the threshold. Each job uses a single
thread. It shows as a percentage. The
threshold t is 0.5 for Ev and Eo , 1.0 for
E.

Table 5. The percentages of cases degradation ratio is less than (or more than)
the threshold. Each job uses two threads.
Threshold values are same as in Table 4.
≤t >t

≤t >t
Ev 92% 8%
Eo 89% 11%
E 92% 8%

Ev 86% 14%
Eo 86% 14%
E 86% 14%

victim job is sp.B or cg.B. The horizontal axis indicates the opponent job, and
the bars indicate the degradation ratio Ev , Eo , and E = Ev + Eo .
According to Figure 4 (a), Ev of sp.B is less than 0.5, which indicates that
overcommitting using hyper threading has advantageous in performance. On the
other hand, Figure 4 (b) shows Ev of cg.B is higher than 0.5, which indicates
overcommitting incurs larger performance degradation on cg.B, thus this application should be excluded from overcommitting. We have observed that most of
the NPB applications had Ev below 0.5 like sp.B. Table 4 shows the percentage of cases when the degradation ratio is less than the threshold that indicates
whether a job pair is well-matched for overcommitting. We see that 89% or more
pairs are well-matched.
Two threads per job In these cases, four threads from two jobs are bound to
two physical cores. Here core binding pattern is not unique as shown in Figure
5. In our measurements, two jobs run like (b), where threads from different jobs
share a single physical core. We have done this with an expectation that we
could obtain better total performance when threads of different type share a
single thread.
Figure 6 shows the results when the victim job is sp.B or cg.B, again. Also
Table 5 indicates the percentages of well-matched job pairs. We observe the
similar tendency to the case of one thread per job.
5.2

A batch Job and an Interactive Job

In this experiment, we have used modified NPB applications to let them mimic
behaviors of interactive jobs as the opponent, instead of collecting profiles of
actual interactive jobs. The modifications to the program are shown in Listing
1. As an example, the case of sp is shown. The main loop of each application is
modified to sleep after a certain loop length (STEP) is calculated. sleepT in line
4 is generated by random number and different value for each time but we omit
the part in the Listing for simplicity.
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(a) A physical core per job
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計算ノード0
Job B

(b) Threads in each job are distributed

Fig. 5. The core bindings when two by two threads are sharing two physical cores

Contrarily, the victim job is same as the previous experiments. Each of the
opponent and the victim uses a single thread.
Table 6. Differences in degradation ratio between batch versus interactive cases and
batch versus batch cases (”bxb”). The Values correspond to mean and median among
all tested job pairs.
Difference value mean median
Ev − Ev (bxb)
Eo − Eo (bxb)
E − E(bxb)

0.04
0.15
0.19

0.02
0.16
0.19

Figure 7 shows the results when the victim job is sp.B or cg.B. The horizontal
axis indicates the opponent job, and the bars indicate the degradation ratio. The
graph also compares degradation ratio when both the victim and opponents are
long batch jobs, as in the previous section (Ev (bxb) and so on).
We observe that the degradation ratio in batch versus interactive cases tends
to be larger than in batch versus batch cases. In order to discuss the difference,
Table 6 shows statistics of the difference. From these results, we also see that
the increase in Eo is larger than that of Ev .
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Fig. 6. The degradation ratio when two batch jobs share two physical cores. Each job
uses two threads.
Listing 1. Mimic interactive application. By inserting sleep it behaves similarly to
Figure 1 (c).
1 do step = 1, niter
2
call adi
3
if (mod(step, STEP) .eq.
4
call sleep(sleepT)
5
endif
6 end do

!! This is a compute kernel.
STEP-1) then
!! Call sleep at regular loop intervals.

We consider the reason for this asymmetric increase as follows. In all the
cases under overcommitting, coexisting jobs interact with each other by evicting
the other’s data out of the cache. This effect is especially severe for a (mimic)
interactive job, which repeats thinking and execution periods. During thinking
periods, its data is mostly evicted out of the cache and thus it largely suffers
from a large number of cache misses in the subsequent execution period.

6

Performance Modeling with Overcommitting

In Section 5, we have demonstrated that performance degradation introduced
by overcommitting largely depends on the pair of coexisting jobs. Thus, when
we conduct overcommitting scheduling in supercomputer systems as illustrated
in Section 3.3, it is expected to choose compute nodes so that well-matched jobs
with less performance degradation would share computing resources. However,
it is unrealistic to collect the performance degradation ratio for all possible combinations of applications beforehand. Therefore, we have developed a model to
predict the performance under overcommitting. The model takes information of
performance monitoring counters (PMCs) of each application run on dedicated
resources as input, instead of information of all possible application combinations. In Section 3.3, we have discussed how we obtain job’s profile information
(PMCs).
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Fig. 7. The degradation ratio with a batch job as victim and a mimic interactive job
as opponent. Also batch-batch cases are compared.

6.1

Overview of prediction model

The model we propose here is composed of two phases:
1. The model that detects applications whose performance will be degraded
significantly (called ”dangerous applications”) by overcommitting
2. The model that predicts degradation for a given combination of applications
In phase 1, we take PMCs during each application as input, and classify applications using a clustering algorithm to pick up dangerous applications that
should not be under overcommitting. This is based on an expectation that applications with similar PMCs are likely to show a similar degradation ratio.
Such dangerous applications are excluded and the rest applications are inspected by phase 2. Phase 2 estimates the prediction of degradation ratio for a
given job pair. In the overcommitting scheduling, we could use the estimation
to determine nodes for newly submitted jobs so that well-matched applications
share computing resources.
6.2

Phase 1: Dangerous application detection model

We adopt non-hierarchical cluster analysis as a statistical method to classify the
applications. As a preliminary examination, we conducted a cluster analysis of
applications using the PMCs on the dedicated cores as input. For this purpose,
we have obtained around ten counters including the number of L1, L2 and L3
cache misses and branch instructions. The clustering results are shown in Figure
8, where each application execution corresponds to a point, and the PMC space
is mapped to two dimensional space.
In the right area, we see a cluster consisting of cg benchmarks with several
problem sizes. Since we have observed that cg.B has a large degradation ratio in the previous section, we judge that this cluster is a group of dangerous
applications.
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This phase 1 works as a pre-processing step of phase 2 that excludes dangerous applications. This has two objectives: one is to reduce computation costs in
phase 2, which considers all pairs of applications. The other is to exclude outliers
from linear regression analysis used in phase 2. Generally, linear regression tends
to be weak to inputs outside the explanatory space, thus we expect the results
are improved by excluding dangerous applications as outliers.
The detailed validation of the model using non-hierarchical cluster analysis
will be future work.
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Fig. 8. The result of non-hierarchical cluster analysis. In this analysis, we set the
number of cluster four. Each circle corresponds the cluster.

6.3

Phase 2: Degradation prediction model

We developed a model to predict the performance when a given applications
share resources in overcommitting scheduling. This phase 2 is based on the linear
logistic regression, which is known as a method for solving binary discriminant
problems. The regression model returns the probability that binary value b equals
1 (True). Our strategy here is to estimate whether the pair of applications is
well-matched or not, instead of estimating the degradation ratio directly.
In our model, the binary values correspond as follows:
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1. If the degradation ratio of the victim application exceeds a certain threshold,
the binary value b is 1 (True)
2. Otherwise, binary value b is 0 (False)
The threshold value of the degradation ratio t is 0.5 as we assume that multiplicity is two. The input data are the PMCs of the victim and opponent applications,
which are already available in phase 1. The output is the probability. Here, the
model is formulated as follows:
X=

n
X

(αk,vic Ck,vic + αk,opp Ck,opp )

(7)

k=1

P r(Ev > t) = π =

exp(X)
1 + exp(X)

(8)

where X is a linear combination of PMC values, n is the number of PMCs, Ck,vic
is k-th PMC value of a victim application measured in the dedicated state, Ck,opp
is that of an opponent application, and αk is the regression coefficients.
Let us now estimate the match between two applications A and B. First, we
take A as the victim and B as the opponent. Using the equation, we can predict
the possibility of degradation of the victim, which is A now. Next, we swap A
and B and repeat the computation to inspect B. If both calculated values are less
than the threshold described below, the pair of A and B is judged well-match,
which is suitable for overcommitting.
6.4

Validation of the Model

We use two different datasets for the validation of our model. One dataset consists of 800 records using 29 different applications shown in Table 1 (dataset1).
The other dataset consists of 591 records, excluding the dangerous applications
(dataset2). From the discussion in Subsection 6.2, we assume the dangerous applications are cg.A, cg.B, cg.C, and cg.D. Also, among all PMCs obtained during
dedicated executions, we have selected explanatory variables using a stepwise
backward selection method. The number of selected counters are 31 and 11 for
each dataset. By excluding the dangerous applications, we can build the model to
capture the characteristic with fewer variables for dataset2. The selected counters for dataset2 are displayed in Table 7.
Here we conducted 3-fold cross-validation. In the validation, if the probability
is greater than the threshold, the binary value is set to 1; otherwise, it is set to
0. The threshold value is set to 0.5.
We have compared the estimated results (well-matched or not) and the measurement results in Table 8. Generally, we observe the estimation by Phase 2
achieves good accuracy. When we compare dataset1 and dataset2, the latter
shows even better accuracy, 96% or more. This result indicates the importance
of excluding dangerous applications in Phase 1.
While the accuracy of the model is fairly good, we will discuss cases with
misprediction below. Here we let bt be true (measured) binary value and bp be
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Table 7. Performance counters selected for dataset2 by stepwise method. The suffix
V(O) show the value of victim(opponent). The counters related to memory(cache) and
branch are mainly selected.
Counter Name

Value

(Intercept)
PAPI L3 TCM V
PAPI PRF DM V
PAPI BR UCN V
PAPI BR TKN V
PAPI L2 TCW V
PAPI PRF DM O
PAPI LST INS O
PAPI L3 LDM O
PAPI BR UCN O
PAPI BR TKN O
PAPI BR NTK O

-8.8e1
-9.7e0
-4.7e0
-1.3e1
1.5e1
-1.1e1
4.9e1
-2.4e1
-2e1
1.7e1
1.4e1
1.1e2

Table 8. Accuracy in three-fold cross validations.
Fold1 Fold2 Fold3
dataset1 96% 92% 93%
dataset2 98% 96% 98%

the predicted value. Among the mispredicted cases, false negative cases with
bt = 1 and bp = 0 are more critical than false positive cases with bt = 0 and bp =
1 for the overcommitting scheduler. This is because the scheduler determines
resource allocation considering bp , and thus mispredicted jobs may suffer from
large performance degradation by undesirable overcommitting.
Table 8 shows the detail of all mispredicted cases with dataset2. Among them,
cases 2, 305, 318, 462 are the false negative cases. Some of them can be corrected
by changing configuration of the threshold. If we want to be more conservative,
we can choose a smaller threshold. For example, if we set the threshold to 0.3
considering safety factor, cases 305 and 318 would be correct. On the other hand,
such configuration can increase false positive cases, however, they are relatively
harmless as discussed above.

7

Related Work

A classic survey for job scheduling techniques is [5]. Although reducing waiting
time using job preemption has been discussed here, preemption is rarely used
in production supercomputers for the reasons discussed in Section 3.2. In this
work, one of the largest issues, performance degradation has been analyzed in
detail. The above survey paper also mentions the importance of job migration,
which will improve scheduling, especially for interactive jobs in our context.
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Table 9. The detail of all wrong cases with dataset2
Case No. Fold Victim Opponent True Ev bt π bp
2
305
318
448
472
477
486
490
491
534
323
329
462

1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3

ft.B
ft.A
ft.A
mg.A
mg.B
mg.B
mg.B
mg.B
mg.B
sp.A
ft.A
ft.C
mg.A

mg.D
mg.D
ft.D
mg.D
mg.D
mm
ft.D
mg.A
mg.C
ft.D
mg.B
mg.D
ft.D

0.50
0.53
0.57
0.41
0.43
0.44
0.37
0.40
0.42
0.43
0.50
0.47
0.60

1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0.14
0.42
0.42
0.61
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00

0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

Wong et al. [11] conducted the experiment where multiple MPI applications
share the computing resources, which is the almost same situation as overcommited state. They showed the performance was degraded, and the trend was
various according to the communication and computation patterns. This is the
opposite trend to ours possibly because they didn’t adopt hardware preemption. In addition, they considered the combination of a parallel application and
a sequential application. The overcommiting scheduling is expected to be beneficial to the combination because the slowdown of the sequential application will
improve.
There are several prior studies on job scheduling algorithms considering overcommitting. Chen et al. [2] and Delgado et al. [3] evaluated the case of preemption implementation using public workload traces of data centers. Both show
that waiting time can be reduced by preemption. In the former study, preemption is conducted by suspending long jobs with long execution times in order
to maintain fairness between long jobs and short jobs. The latter shows that
when resuming a long job from preemption, selecting a job with a short execution time up to suspension can further improve the slowdown. Since these are
systems using the YARN scheduler, we would need adaptation of the techniques
for schedulers in supercomputers.
Yabuuchi et al. used workload traces on a GPU cluster to evaluate
preemption[12]. They propose an algorithm to select the job with the least resources when choosing a preemption victim from a long (best-effort) jobs.
Tau et al. measured the performance of HPC applications in HyperThreading environment[9]. They compared the performance of HT enabled and
HT disabled when using the same number of physical cores. They pointed out
that the performance of cache-friendly applications degrades when HT is enabled. This is in common with the properties confirmed in this paper.
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Conclusion and Future work

Overcommitting scheduling is expected to lead to efficient resource utilization
and schedule improvement, especially for interactive realtime jobs. Towards such
scheduling, we conducted the following two examinations. First, we measured the
performance of jobs under overcommitting. It is natural that each job suffers
from performance degradation, however, total throughput can be improved with
well-matched application combinations. In our experiments, we considered the
case of interactive jobs as well as conventional batch jobs. Next, we built a model
to predict the performance under overcommitting, which shows high accuracy.
These results will be harnessed to improve overcommitting scheduling.
Towards realization of the overcommitting scheduling shown in this paper,
we consider future work as follows:
Performance measurement of other parallelization methods: Since we
have already investigated the performance degradation of applications parallelized with OpenMP, we need to investigate other common parallelization
methods in the HPC field, such as intra-node and inter-node MPI.
Performance measurement of more various interactive jobs: It is necessary to consider interactive jobs rather than the mimic interactive jobs
used in this work. As for the workload, in addition to debugging and visualization of results, we should also consider Jupyter Notebook and VScode,
which are getting more common in recent years.
Analysis of wider types of preemption: While this work has focused on
hardware preemption using simultaneous multithreading, we are going to
investigate more generally including OS level preemption and software level
preemption.
Improving the dangerous application detection model: In this paper,
we used non-hierarchical cluster analysis to detect dangerous applications,
but we have not sufficiently validated or automated the process. It is an
important issue because we confirmed that the accuracy of the degradation
prediction model could be improved by detecting dangerous applications as
shown in Section 6.3.
Implementation and evaluation of the overcommitting scheduler: To
confirm the proposed scheduling method’s effect, we evaluate it on the
simulator using the existing workload trace of the supercomputer system.
Acknowledgements This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant
Number JP19H04121.
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